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Wham, barn, thank you ...
By: Angela Reid
The Chanticleer News Editor
"All I can say is parking lots,
parking lots, parking lots," said
Corporal Neil Fetner of
Jacksonville State University's
Police Department referring to
where most traffic accidents
occur on campus. "It doesn't
matter where," he said, "parking lots."
Over the past year, from Aug.
1, 2004, to Aug. 1 2005,47 traffic accidents were ,reported on
campus. This, does not include
accidents on streets such as
Highways
21 and 204,
Mountain Street and Forney
Avenue. Of those 47 accidents,
37 occurred in parking lots.
Five accidents occurred on
Bennett Blvd. in front of
Lurleen B. Wallace College of
Nursing. Another five were
reported in the parking lot of
Bibb Graves.
Fetner said the main reason
for on-campus accidents is people do not check their blind
spot. "That requires you to turn
and look." Checking Your mirrors is not enough.
According to records clerk
Lavon
Brown
at
the

Jacksonville
Police
Department, most accidents
close to campus occur between
the intersection of Highways 21
and 204 and Pete Mathews
Coliseum. Brown said most of
those accidents occur because
of failure to yield right-of-way,
meaning, "people turn when
they aren't supposed to." She
said people get in a hurry and
are impatient.
Rushing to class and not
checking the blind spots are not
the only reasons for accidents.
Some drivers actually don't put
their car in park. Fetner wants
to remind drivers that if they
don't leave their car in park "its
going to roll." It doesn't matter
if the parking lot seems level, .a
car can still roll. This is why so
many accidents occur to unoccupied vehicles while people
are in class.
Accidents are not the only
traffic problem on campus.
Since August 1, UPD has issued
129 traffic citations and 1,149
parlung tickets.
"My ticket book is my best
friend," said Fetner, but he also
admits that he tries to "cut a

See Parking. Page 3.
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According to Jacksonville Police Department accident reports, most traffic accidents close to the JSU campus occur on this
stretch of Highway 204 between Highway 21 and Pete Mathews Coliseum.

Got students?

By: Jennifer Bacchus
The Charzticleer Editor-in-Chief
-
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By: Brittany Travens
The Chanticleer Staff Writer
What do Winston Churchill,
Abraham Lincoln, and Vivien
Leigh all have in common?
According
to
convenanthealth.com, they all
suffered from some form of
mental illness.
October 2 through October 8
was Mental Illness Awareness
Week. To help raise awareness,
the National Alliance for the
Mentally I11 held a day of prayer
on Tuesday at the First United
Methodist
Church
of
Jacksonville. The Day of Prayer
was the first event of it's kind
for the Jacksonville chapter of
NAMI.
Mary Lord, who headed the
event, said there was a greater
turnout than she had anticipated.
On Thursday, October 6, the
Jacksonville chapter of NAMI
presented its third annual community education program in
the TMB auditorium. Many
people arrived early and
enjoyed refreshments and conversation. One couple, whose
daughter has bipolar disorder, is
now going through the same
fight with their granddaughter.
Their daughter was diagnosed
in the 'go's, before studies and
medicine were available. They
believe if they had known more
about the illness, their daughter
could have had a better outcome.

Christopher Randolph M.D.,
Medical Director of RMC's
Psychiatric Unit, and Scot
Ferrell, Exqcutive Director of
the Mental Illness Awareness
Foundation were guest speakers. ~ a n d o l p hcompared having
a mental illness to walking on Li
crutch.
"People don't want a crutch
because you see the handicap.
The problem is, what if you
have a broken foot?'he said.
Scot Ferrell had a radically
different approach than Dr.
Randolph. Having a mental illness himself, Ferrell opened his
speech with jokes about the subject. Ferrell plans to open a tenter in Atlanta to help patients in
the areas of nutrition, spirituality, and physical activity. The
center is planning to open in
2006.
NAMI of Jacksonville also
honored very special supporters
of their program by giving them
the "Open Door Award". The
recipients
included
Commissioner Rudy Abbott,
Sheriff Larry Amerson, Koven
L. Brown, Dave Harvey,
President Bill Meehan, and
James R. Wilson.
NAMI's
Members
of
Jacksonville chapter organized
the events and made themselves
available to visitors seeking
prayer or conversation. One visitor, who suffered from bipolar
disorder, said her prayer was "if
this reaches just one person who
is struggling through college,

they will get help because i.t is
possible they could have a
form of mental illness."
NAMI's main goals are to
educate people about mental
illness and to break the stigmas
related to mental illness. While
NAMI does not offer counseling, they provide support for
the families of the mentally ill
by teaching coping and communication skills.
"[This organization] helps
you realize that you are not the
only one going through this,"
said a NAMI member.
Statistics show one in four
households in the U.S. has a
family member affected by
mental illness.
Another visitor began her
journey in NAMI during
Tuesday's Day of Prayer. She
is a recovering drug user but
has recently turned her life
around, thanks to her new
church. She was baptized on
Sunday and feels like she now
has a fresh start. The NAMI
members explained to her their
twelve week program called
Family-to-Family. The program is a free service for family and friends of individuals
with serious mental illness.
NAMI meets on the second
Tuesday of each month from 6
p.m. to 7 p.m. in the
Community Room behind the
K.L. Brown Funeral Home.
For more information, call
435-5240.

-

--

--

-

"They do lectures that are just outstanding,"
said David Dillon of Drs. Llewellyn Cook and
Paul Beezley from the Jacksonville State
University history department. "They tie everything together."
Dillon is one of 177 history majors at JSU.
The department's enrollment more than doubled
in size over the past year, from 84 graduate and
undergraduate students in fall 2004.
Students and faculty alike credit the department's academic atmosphere. Dillon's favorite
class this semester, American Military History
with Dr. Llewellyn Cook, takes the military campaigns of the past and applies them to current situations around the world.
"You get to see all the little bits and pieces
falling together," he said. "We're talking about
the American Revolution and how you can draw
comparisons to what's going on now."
It's a situation the professors have been working toward.
"When you hire someone, and I've been part of
the hiring of the last five people, we hire professprs who care about teaching and have good personalities," said Cook. "We like professors who

can reach freshmen as well as grad students."
The environment created by this philosophy is
whar attracted the department's newest hire, Dr.
Prudlo who came to JSU straight from his oneyear postdoctoral appointment at Liberty Fund in
Indianapolis, IN.
"There is an incredibly wonderful faculty. I
was really impressed with the collegiality of the
department," said Prudlo, adding that the lack of
internal strife also appealed to him
Spending some time with a class full of graduate students offered further insight.
"One of the reasons people come is because
you can get your intro classes. Western Civ and
American History taught by someone with a
PhD," said Matt Ford.
Heath Compton, a grad student majoring in
secondary ed with a concentration in social sciences, agreed; citing the qualifications of the history professors as one of the reasons students
choose JSU.
"The school makes it easier for out of state
people to come here. too," added Scott Jackson, a
history and social science graduate student.
"They work with you better than the schools

See Enrollment. Page 3.

Fresh faces
By: Aaron Tanner
The Chanticleer Staff Writer
"Since they are freshman,
they don't know a lot about
JSU," says graduate student
Emily Williams. Fortunately,
freshmen have the chance to
make new friends, get involved
and find their way around campus with the SGA's Freshman
Forum.
The forum helps represent all
freshmen on campus while promoting leadership skills, looking after the general welfare of
the campus, and doing community service projects on and off
the campus. The organization
also works with the SGA on
campus-related activities such

as Homecoming and Casino
Night. Emily Williams advises
the 40 members of the
Freshman Forum and helps plan
the weekly meetings held on
Monday nights in the Theron
Montgomery Building auditorium.
Since SGA elections are held
in the spring, while incoming
freshman are still seniors in
high school, the application
process for Freshman Forum
begins during freshmen orientation in the summer. Members
are selected from a written
. application two weeks after
classes begin based on high
school G.P.A. and extracunicular activities. The only requirement is to be an incoming freshman.

At the current time. all the
officers are running for different
positions including activities
council, secretary, publicity
coordinator, president and vice
president. The voting will begin
at next Monday night's
Freshman Forum meeting.
Williams is hoping to have the
results published on Tuesday
October 1gth.
While some of the weekly
meetings are strictly members
only, all freshmen will have the
chance to voice their concerns
to the officers. Also, a freshman
mixer is planned for all freshmen that will include fooo
games and prizes. "Mostly, the

See Forum. Page3.

Greeks: Making the Grade
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By: Kimberly Davis
The Chanticleer S t a g Writer
Lost and Found: For lost items check UPD webpage at
police.jsu.edu/lostandfound.html.
NPHC: Cocky Showdown Step Show October 29,9
p.m., Pete Mathews Coliseum Tickets available NOW
at the Office of Student Life, $7 for students, $10 for all
else.
Contact: jsustepshow@hotmail.com
BCM: Celebration every Tuesday, 8 p.m.
JSU Writers' Club: Meetings every Wednesday 3 p.m.,
7th floor of Houston Cole Library
The Dr. Robert U. Moersch Short Fiction Writing Contes
is taking entrants through November 4.
ECE: On-line registration dates for the ECE are
September 21- October 12. Room numbers are assigned
during on-line registration.
Contact: Mrs. Sellers at 782-5512 or ssellers@jsu.edu
ACS: Academic Computing Services is now located in
Room 239 Self Hall.
Contact: Stacy Mullins at 782-5381
JSU Muslims: Intro to Islam every Monday in room 303
of the TMB from 8 to 9 p.m., Islamic Awareness every
Tuesday and Thursday in the TMB food court from 11 to
2 p.m., Friday Sermon every Friday in the chapel by the
Cafeteria from 1 to 2 p.m.

I

Office of Institutional Research and Assessment: The
Strategic Planning committee is gathering information
about JSU's core values. All students participating in the
survey have the chance to win an IPOD. Go to
htto://websurvevor.net/wsb.d11/13585/Uvalues905.htm
Contact Angie in the Office of Institutional Research and
Assessment at 782-8144 for details.

Alpha Xi Delta: We are looking forward to Family Day
with PiKap and our Parent's Day Tea this weekend!
BigILil Revealing tomorro* night! Sister of the Week:
Amy Walker, New Member: Courtney Ray. Go
Gamecocks!
Contact: Amy Walker, amy-roo@excite.com
Christmas Lighting and Parade: JSU in Lights will be
November 28 at 4 p.m. Jacksonville's lighting of the
lights on the square will be November 28 at 6:30 p.m.
The Jacksonville Christmas Parade will be December r a
6:30 p.m.
Delta Zeta: Thanks to everyone who supported our philanthropies this week. Sisters of the Week: Leslie L. and
Mylie. Twisted Sister: Heather. New Member of the
Week: Lindsey Minton. Way to go, Mabel! Visit our
website, www.jaxstdeltazeta.org.

Greeks strive toward academic
excellence by making their grade
point averages their number one
priority on campus. Many of the
Greek organizations have reached
their academic goals while others
are still working hard to maintain
their status.
The Greeks' overall GPA average
is calculated by adding all the members of each chapter together and
dividing it by the total number of
members. The chapters are ranked
in order according to their GPAs
every spring semester from the previous fall grading period. The ranki n g ~for spring 2005 place Alpha
Omicron Pi with the highest GPA
on campus. Their overall GPA is a
3.08 and, they were honored by the
university for their academic
achievement.
"There are many incentives we
have to maintain academic achievement like Pi Club, Panda Pal,
Academic Center for Excellence,
and our special Ruby 'A' badge,"
said AOPi President Lindsey
Brown.
AOPi's "Pi Club" honors and
rewards members who attain a 3.14
GPA. They also have a "Panda Pal,"
named after their mascot that
matches up members in the same
field of study.
The panda pals help each other
throughout their college career.
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority members are all required to visit the
Academic Center for Excellence
each week. The number of hours
they are required to spend there
depends upon their GPA.
The special Ruby "A" badge is
rotated to the sister with the highest
GPA in the sorority.
"Alpha Omicron Pi is founded on
friendship and, we uphold every-

thing we work for. Our GPA is
above average over all the other
women and, we will work harder
this fall to maintain our number 1
spot," said Brown.
Delta Zeta ranks number twelve
overall with a 2.35 GPA. They are
improving their GPA by developing
a class that will teach each member
how to study.
"I am making sure that the girls
are aware of how important our
grades are, and we will try our best
to improve individually for our
'
entire chapter," said ~ e l t aZeta
President Jessie Owens.
Owens is encouraging her members to maintain a beneficial relationship with their professors, so
their grades will improve for spring,
2006. Delta Zeta's goal is to
improve their GPA to a 3.0.
Sigma Nu ranks number four
with the highest
GPA in the
InterFraternity Council and over all
the other fraternities on campus.
"We help guys focus on what
they are in school for by making our
grades priority and, we excel by
having study groups," said Sigma
Nu President Drew Wagner.
Sigma Nu fraternity prepares
young men for the future by making
their academics a priority with a
2.85 GPA.
Pi Kappa Phi ranks number sixteen overall with a 2.17 GPA. They
are striving toward a higher GPA
for spring 2006.
"We are working harder to
improve our grades this semester by
having a mandatory study session
twice a week," said Pi Kappa Phi
President Woody Rozier. Pi Kappa
Phi goal is to improve their GPA to
a 2.65 for spring 2006.
Delta Sigma Theta ranks number
five with the highest GPA in the
National Pan-Hellenic Council.
Their overall GPA is a 2.82.
"We are striving for academic

excellence as a whole by staying on
top of our studies, attending classes,
and talking to professors if we have
problems around midterms," said
belta Sigma Theta President
Marshonntri Reid.
Delta Sigma Theta maintain their
grades through their Scholarship
Committee which helps implement
programs and develop study sessions.
They have received other
rewards for their academic success,
such as the Presidential Bronze cup
for their accreditation program.
"Our goal is to regain that number one spot that we had in previous
years," said Delta Sigma Theta
President Marshonntri Reid, referring to the number one overall ranking the sorority held in fall 2003.
They are aiming for that number
one spot in spring 2006.
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity ranks
number 18 with a 1.73 GPA, and
they are taking steps to improve
their GPA by having brotherhood
study sessions.
"We have implemented a brotherhood study session where each
brother helps each other with their
weakness, so we can excel as a
whole," said Iota Phi Theta
President SirArthur Edwards. "
Our grades decline last semester
because of personal problems within the fraternity, but we are now
focusing own personal problems
and academics so each brother is a
brother to his brother."
Iota Phi Theta goal is to maintain
a 2.0 GPA for spring 2006.
Many of the Greek organizations
are hitting the books hard with
study groups, tutoring sessions and
classes, so they can maintain higher
academic standards for their chapters. They have set goals to achieve,
so their academic improvement for
this semester will show in the
spring 2006 rankings.

"
University Police: UPD wlll be sponsormg a free bicycle
safety class for riders of all ages October 22 from 8 a m 12 p m No b~cyclerequired
Contact UPD at 782-5050 or the mstructor, Dr Jones at
236-6993
~ J S UPottery Guild: The JSU Pottery Guild will be

.
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By: Reagan Williams
The Chanticleer Staff Writer

Collegiate Legislature:
"You get to go in and take
over the capital," said Amy
Yancey about Collegiate
Legislature in Montgomery at
this week's &dent
Government Association
Senate meeting.
JSU actually founded
Collegiate Legislature 12
years ago. Students prepare a
piece of legislation to present
in the capital with 150 to 200
students from Alabama.
For more information y contact Senator Shavon Prather,
JSU's representative, or go to
the interest meeting on
October 17 in room 302 TMB.
KidOne: Vice President of
Organizational Affairs Antonio
Davis is working on a project
to spread awareness and
fu~draiserfor KidOne. It provides transportation for pregnant women and children from
low-income families to hospitals and doctors' appointments.
Homecoming Pageant:
The voting for homecoming
queen will be computerized
this year. The top ten from the
homecoming pageant will
have their picture and name
displayed. Voting is Thursday,
October 20, from 9am to 5pm
in the TMB. Homecoming tshirts go on sale Monday,
October 24 at 8am in the
Office of Student Life.
Dorm Survey:
The Resident Life and
Facilities Committee is finishing surveys to be distributed to
dorm residents. The goal is to
better the living experience in
dorms.
Cash to Card Machines:
Senator Allison Lang
announced that the Lurleen B.

State campus on the former Ft. McClellan. They will be
screening horror films and will have merchandise for

"1 think it has a good

Friday: 12 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Saturday: 10 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Contact: Brian Breedwell, 847-3628 or see their website
at www.eastmeetswest.com

chance to grow and get
some people interested,"
says Ronnie Harris, fatulty advisor, " ~ would
t
be
good for people if they

icycle", according Chief Ladiga Trail, and
Ryan Youngblood who part of it on county roads.
d the club. He also
Currently, the club has
wanted to stress that peo- group
rides
every
ple of all fitness levels - Tuesday and Thursday.
are welcome.
The rides start between
Youngblood said that 2:30 and 3 p.m. They
when he realized there ride for about 35 miles
wasn't a cycling club on on the Chief Ladiga Trail
he went to fac- and county roads. One
mbers who were Saturday a month, they
cyclists themselves and have a group ride that
they helped make this leaves at 7:15 in the
happen. "A lot of people morning.
The
next
on campus ride but just Saturday ride will be
don't have the opportuni- October 22. Youngblood
ty to ride. The sport isn't and
Dr.
Carmine
very big and we want to DiBiase, an English prorther the sport," fessor, are currently
he says.
exploring new routes.
already have
This might possibly
ents going on. open the door for a JSU
011th they host a Cycling Team, according
trial. A time to DiBiase, something
trial is a ride over a set the university hasn't had
rse in order to since the early 90's.
vels and
The club plans to purThe chase bicycle tools that
iles long, they can use to repair
part of it being on the their bikes, which will
5

ing allowance are available through JSU ROTC. Anual
$1000 Alumni Scholarships are also avaliable. The
department will hold a scholarship board on April 2.
Contact Major Dean Shackleford at 782-5601.

would save them some
money on gas, and help
with the parlung problem

Summer Leadership Opportunity: The Department of
Military Science is seeking students who have 54 hours
or more to attend a four-week leadership course this sum-

The Jacksonville State
University Cycling c l u b
officially sta&ed only a
has 11 members. The

Announcements column. Submissions must be typed, and

of the student code of conduct was re~ortedin
lthe McDonald's parking lot.
A simple assault-yas reported at Logan Hall.
Teyana Tiere Behson reported damage to a 1998 Honda
Civic at Logan Hall.
Aihlin Miller reported the theft $350.00 cash at Sparkman

I

-

October 6
David Lee Salter reported damage to the door handle of a
Chevrolet truck at Merrill Budding.
Michael D. Featherstone reported the theft of a Motorola
cell phone at Merrill Building.
LaQuisha Vashaunt Morris was arrested for a simple
assault at Salls Hall
October 10 Ashley Michelle Sykes reported harassing communicatons
at Fitzpatrick Hall.

-

October 11
Reginald Jerome Sandridge was arrested for domestic violence and possession of marijuana at the Jacksonville
Police Department.

...

GO ahead, Google anything
By: James Barcus
The Chanticleer Staff Writer

Some students have a hard time
doing their research papers for various classes around campus. A lot of
them have found the Internet search
engines to be very useful, but they
contain a lot of information that
doesn't have anything to do with
what they actually need in their
paper.
There are a wide variety of search
engines to look for information.
Yahoo, Google, Alta Vista, Ask
Jeeves, and Infoseek are some of
the popular search engines to use
when looking for reference. Some
show an advertisement from a sponsor that uses the web to promote
their business.
Some of the search engines have
started divisions that obtain answers
rn

ecords are public documents that anyone has the right to exam-

save members money,
considering a bike tune
up can cost between $40
to $100.
Members are considering starting a trainer bank
so members can check
out trainers, a device that
turns a regular bicycle
into a stationary bike.
They are also thinking
about social events such
as movie night.
James Hall, the treasurer of the club, is now
working on a web site to
post days and times for
rides, time trials, and the
results of the time trials.
They are hoping to have
this up and running soon.
For any inquires about
membership or rides contact Ryan Youngblood at
(706) 676-5134, Dr.
DiBiase at (256) 7825860, or Ronnie Harris,
the faculty advisor, at
(256) 782-5576.

to posted questions from highly what you need. Bolack said, hi
trained experts for a fee. Google Internet is a good start in researchAnswers is one of the paid answer ing a topic, but you have to be the
sites. They charge a 50-cent listing judge of the authenticity. When you
fee for users, while adding any- need hard information, always conwhere from two dollars to $200 for sult the library."
getting answers as fast as they can
Hard information is readily availget it.
able at any library and reference
When researching for this article, database.
Patrick Bolack, a graduate student,
"There are great variations in the
showed me a site for a different quality of Internet research. We try
company that was not affiliated to be the gatekeepers, but the
with Google. They made their page Internet has taken that gate away.
so similar to the search engine that I This has both a good and bad
couldn't tell the difference between result," said George Whitesell, subthe real and the fake Google. Most ject specialist with the Houston
students on campus have probably Cole Library, said. "We need to
hit the same detour on the informa- keep in mind what research we are
tion superhighway as we did.
using when looking at the Internet.
However, students have to be The Internet is full of bloopers and
careful what information they use errors that aren't caught by the webfor their research. And there are master."
some people who can help with

Wallace building does not
have any cash to card
machines for students to use
for printing. It is being sent to
a committee for discussion.
Senatorial Qualifications:
Daniel Sigler voiced his
opinions about the student
body report. Section 301.1 of
the Constitution says that one
must have 12 hours of JSU
credit to be a senator. He
feels that senator does not
need to have JSU credit, just
32 hours of college credit. He
said that there are many people capable of doing the job
that are transfer students.
Senator Michael Miller suggested that there should be a
one-semester requirement at
JSU so that new students can
learn the environment at JSU
first.
Director of Publicity qualifications:
Section 201.4 was added to
Student bill 46. It states that
the Director of the Office of
Publicity must have a cumulative GPA of at least 2.5 and be
a sophomore in academic
standing. Senator Clint Mead
refuted this and proposed and
amendment saying that the
director should only need 32
credit hours and a GPA
requirement.
The bill has been tabled and
will go back to committee. It
will be resurrected at this
week's meeting.
Ad hoc Elections
Committee:
A complicated bill to add an
Ad hoc Elections Committee
was given to the senators to
review for next week. An Ad
hoc committee is formed for a
specific purpose then dissolved when their task is complete.
The meeting was adjourned
to the Leone Cole Auditorium
to decorate for the homecoming pageant.
All senate meetings are held
on Mondays in room 301 of
the Theron Montgomery
Building.

Parking:
break
to
students."
University police officers
issue two types of non-traffic
citations. One type, the oncampus citation, costs half as
much as a regular ticket. For
example, runnidg a stop sign
will cost you $50 with an oncampus citation, while with a
Uniform Traffic Citation,

Forum:
mixer is a great way for
new students to meet and
make new friends," says
Williams. All open forum
meetings and freshmen
events will be posted
throughout the campus.
During the meetings,
freshmen students have the
chance to voice their concerns, such as housing issues
and problems with professors. The officers write down
the suggestions and complaints before handing the
notes over to the SGA for
review. "We are not a legislative branch: where we vote
on items but rather a forum
where students can voice
their concerns,"
states
Williams.
The Freshman Forum is
currently helping the SGA
collect
donations
for
Hurricane Katrina. Many
more community service
projects are planned including visiting area nursing
homes for the holidays and
the annual Project Valentine
in February, in which old cell
phones are donated to
patients waiting for a heart
transplant in case they need
to call 91 1.
Everyone involved in the
organization are following
the purposes of the organiza-

~nurrllman+~

running a stop sign will cost
.you $112. The on-campus
citations also do not require
court dates and are not
reported to insurance companies.
The only problem is that
on-campus citations can only
be issued on campus. A
police officer must issue an
UTC on streets such as
Forney
Avenue
and
Mountain Street, any street

that is not actually on utliversity property. Most officers
prefer on campus citi~tions
because "an on campub,citation gets the point across,"
said Fetner. Twenty-four of
the 129 traffic citations
issued since August 1 were
UTC's and 105 were oncampus citations.
Fetner said most of the on
campus citations were i ssued
for seat belt violatiorls under

the
Selective
Traffic
Enforcement Program. He
cautions students that officers are writing tickets for
noise violations. Under the
city ordinance, a noise violation is a misdemeanor and
will cost you a day in court
and $175.
For more information
about citations and fees visit
website at
the
UPD
police.jsu.edu.

tion. Being involved on and
"I'm here to teach them seniors who are planning to
off campus is a big reason about JSU and differenl. lead- visit the campus for family
that many of these freshmen ership positions and their preview day, this year's
joined.
roles," notes William,~.At members strongly encourage
"My sorority sisters said it first Williams helps the offi- those planning to make JSU
was the right way to start my cers set meetings before their home to join Freshman
career on the right foot," gradually giving the rt:spon- Forum.
says Chelsea Horihan, who sibility of planning over to
"Once you have graduated
is running for activities the officers.
high school, what you have
chairman. ''I want a voice in
As a former memt~erof done in the past has ended,"
what happens on campus."
Freshman Forum, Will lams's says Forum president candiAlong with campus and major in counseling goes date Sabrina Ussery. "It does
community involvement, well with her role as forum not matter what you have
making new friends is a big advisor, which involves done but what you will
reason that the officers interacting with others often. become."
joined Freshman Forum.
"I love it because I get to
Even seniors who were not
"I live four and a half know these students," says involved in high school~can
hours away from home and Williams. "It is a great way join the forum. "I didn't do
so this is a good way to meet to know people, especially much in high school and I
people who have the same incoming freshmen who may actually decided to do someinterests as me, like to be in not know everyone."
thing in college," says
leadership roles and also do
Williams believe., the Jeremy Brock, who is runcommunity service," states Freshman Forum will open ning for secretary.
Nanci Morales, who is run- doors for all the members to
The organization is not
ning for Forum president.
join and lead other SGA just one single group, but
Learning leadership and offices and campus org aniza- different members with difresponsibility skills, such as tions like she has done in the ferent roles according to
time management and work- past and to make a diffierence Jennings. "You can find your
ing in groups, round out the not only on campus but in niche in Freshman Forum,"
top reasons this year's fresh- the community as well.
says Jennings. "It opens
men have joined the organi"The Freshman Forum is many doors for new opportuzation.
the freshman's way into the nities." With the advantages
"I want to be productive SGA."
of making new friends while
and not waste tim?," says
Freshman Forum pre sident learning leadership slulls and
Ashley McCarthy.
hopeful David Jerinings doing community service,
Williams also hopes the echoes these statements by next year's incoming freshofficers will walk away with stating not what he wants to men are strongly encouraged
leadership skills and the abil- get out of the forurn, but to apply for this proactive
ity to take responsibility what he hopes to give. "I organization. "Try
it,"
while making new friends want the knoyiledgc: and encourages McCarthy. "It's
and getting to know what the know-how to lead others to worth it."
rest of the campus has to success," states Jennings.
offer.
For current high school
from 8,930 in fall 2004 and bumped up by 20 students
,, r .
, . ,I--,
..,,+,n 9 717 C>111
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Organizational Overview
By: Regina Ezell
The Chanticleer Stafl Writer
"Cocky Showdown is this
year's theme for Homecoming
Step Show" said Marshonntri
Reed, head of SAC Family Day.
The host for the cocky showdown will be Ced Delaney, cohost of the "Wake Up hlorning
Show"
on
Hot
107 in
Birmingham.
The step show will' be held
October 29 at 9 p.m. in Pete
Mathews Coliseum. Students can
purchase tiikets for seven dollars
and general admission is $10.
Greek life is coming alive at
this year's event. All National
Pan-Aellenic Council sororities
and fraternities will participate.
They will have a mixer Friday,
October 28 at Leone Cole
Auditorium from 10 p.m. until. A
tailgate party will be held on game
day behind Paul Snow stadium.
For more information go online at
www.nphchq.org.
The
scheduled
Student
Activities Council events are as
follows:
A phone dance party on
October 26 in front of the Theron
Montgomery Building
J-Day, October 27, will have
extreme volleyball, a huge volley-

ball court that can hold up to forty
people. It will also feature a dancing head, a green screen that surrounds a person as dancing figures
move around under their head. It
will be held in the TMB's food
court.
Family Day they booked some
inflatables for kids, like moonwalks with slides. One is called
the "Eliminator" and has an obstacle course. Another is called the
"Caterpillar" and is intended for
children under the age of five.
Student Activities Council's
trip to the National Association
for College Activities was rewarding.
"Jacksonville won the must
outstanding delegation award for
the NACA conference," said
Casie Sanders, Vice President of
Student Activities. There were
over six thousand students at the
conference from different schools
in North Carolina, South
Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee,
Florida, Georgia and Mississippi.
JSU students had more participation and school spirit. The conference was very informative to
SAC. Each committee will get
together to plan events and take
advantage of the exposure at
NACA.

THE IfYTA MU f)hZECiA CHAPTER
OF
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY, INC.
ANNOUNCES THAT THE LAMBDA PI CHAPTER OF
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY, INC.
AT
JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY IS
INACTIVE FOR THE
2005-2006 ACADEMIC YEAR
KO OFFICIAL SOROIilTY SANCTIONED
MEMBERSHIP IhTAKE PROCESS HAS WCI'RRED
SINCE Z(l0I
MEMBERSHIP QUESTfONS OR CONCERNS
SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO.
BARBARA 1313YU, hd D. - PRESIDENT
LCTI'A MI7 ORZEGrZ- CiRADIIKI'E CHAPTER
(156)276-7423
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Enrollment:

from 8,930 in fail 2004 and
surpassing the all-time high

bumped up by 20 s t u a s
from last year's 2,737. Full

over in Georgia do."
"I think, too, they teach
classes that would be interesting to someone that's
into history," added
Compton, mentioning that
Dr. Phillip Koerper teaches
one on Winston Churchill.
"In my old school I would
have never heard of that."
Whatever the reason, the
history department isn't
alone with elevated enrollment. Overall enrollment
for fall 2005 is 9,110, up

enrollment of 9,031 students in fall 2003.
Most departments fluctuated slightly this year, gaining or losing less than 20
students. In addition to the
history department, however, the Math and
Educational Administration
departments also made
striking gains with 72 and
42 students added respectively.
The university saw only
a slight increase in parttime enrollment, which

time students made up the
bulk of the enrollmen1t with
6,353, a gain of 160 s tudents.

ALL DAY
I

Correction:

I

Soraya Molina i s not
from Chile, as reported
last week. She hails from
El Salvador.

Just want to see if this AD works!
1 s t person to bring it in gets a
Free Month Tanning. Everyone else
gets 25% OFF Monthly & Qtly. Pkgs.
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Can be used for new, existing or future use.
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CLUB PARADISE TANNING
!
clubparadisetan@bellsouth.net
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402 Pelham Road, N., Suite $6
OWNER
JACKSTROTHER

256-435-5988
SALES
BRANDON STROTHER

- EVERY DAY

"

Jacksonville, AIL 36265
MANAGER
JAY STROTHER
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coupoh requi&?'ugf ,9fu4enf Cd.
813 Pelham Rd. South

256-435-5202
Dine-in, Delivery or Carryout

Explres 5131106 Val~dat particlpatlng locat~onsDellvery area and charges may vary
Not val~don Stuffed Crust or wlth other offers O 2005 Plzza Hut Inc

653-57-AL005
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Do thie math!
Pay.
Before you start screaming at
me for putting you down for
Okay, a lot of people are com- buying bottled water, lets do the
plaining about gas prices. math. A gallon of water holds
However, those same people are four sixteen-ounce bottles of
willing to pay a buck fifty for a ,water. At a $1.50 for one bottle
bottle of water and well over you are spending $6 for a galthree dollas for some fancy cup lons worth of bottled water.
of coffee fram Starbucks. Now
don't get me wrong, just the
other day I enjoyed a delicious
vanilla-bean cream frappachino.
I must say it was worth the
$3.50 1 shelled out for it.
All I am saying is, if someone
is going to whine about how
high gas is, maybe they should
look at their daily spending
habits. Come on, paying that
much for water? Are we running
out of plastic?
Now I realize not everyone
buys these things, but the price
for a gallon of gas isn't as bad as
it could be. We have to realize
gas is a natural resource that we
are slowly yet surely running
out of.
In my marketing class I
learned that this concept is
called inelastic demand. When
the price goes up the demand
stays the same. I even remembered that right off, and I didn't
have to look it up. However, I
did get that question wrong on
the test.
Enough about marketing
terms, what I am trying to point
out is, that no matter how high
gas prices get, people will still

By: Jaclyn Cosper
The Chanticleer Copy Editor

Howevc:r, a gallon of gas costs
around $3.00. So, you are
spending more for water than
gas. Feeling stupid? I am.
While we are at it lets think
about all1 those other ridiculously priced items that we have no
problem buying. A dollar to get
a little bag of chips, which is

mostly air, out of the vending
machines. Those little cans of
energy drinks for $2.00.
Education even, is Alabama or
Auburn's education that much
better than ours?
Now I won't say clothes,
because I am a girl, and I will
shell out a lot of money for a

cute little top to go with my new
$50.00 shoes.
All in all, when you hear the
price of gas is ,going up again,
stop and look at what you are
spending your money on other
than gas. It will make you think.

Spare the rod... please...
By: Audrey Hykes
Chanticleer Staff Writer
,-
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time they moved around in their
seats.

that you don't approve of what
they're doing, and then remove

behaved kids are portrayed on
those shows, and turned into

parent out there who has this
problem-buy
a how-to-disci-

She told me with a broad

them frc~mthe temptationtsitua-

polite and respectable children

pline-your-child-in-a-humane-
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Classroom in Paradise
By: Jeff Pruitt
The Chanticleer Features Editor

When most people think of classrooms, sandy
beaches and dolphins don't usually come to mind.
Welcome to Dauphin Island Sea Lab.
This past summer, three Jacksonville State
University students had the opportunity to live on
the island while taking marine science classes as
part of the Marine Environmental Science
Consortium.
MESC is comprised of 23 Alabama colle&s
that help establish summer programs. Each school
is represented by one faculty member who serve's
on the program committee and acts as a liason.
Paige Reece, who received her bachelor's
degree in environmental science from JSU and is
currently pursuing a master's degree in education,
attended the two-week session offered in May.
She took a three hour class titled "Flora Ecology
of ~ a u ~ h i n ' 1 s l a n d . "
"I had a blast. I don't need the hours, but I
would love to go back if I could," said Reece.
Another student, Emily Cohen, who graduated
from JSU with a bachelor's degree in biology, was
on the island for one of the four-week sessions
offered in June and July.
"It was great. You get to meet a lot of people.
Plus, it's something to say when you .can go out
fishing for a class," Cohen said.
While neither Reece nor Cohen were required to
be there, JSU students with a concentration in
marine biology were. As part of their degree, they
must complete 16 hours of marine biology classes
at Dauphin Island which usually takes two summers.
Typically, students are in class from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. with an hour lunch break. Classes are
held Monday through Friday, except for Tuesday
when there are no afternoon classes.
As part of their classroom experience, students
go out "into the field" and conduct research. JSU
Biology Professor and MESC Liason Dr. George

Above: Dolphins, such as the ones seen here, are a common
sight in the waters off of Dauphin Island.
Left: Hurricane Katrina recently hit the island leaving
some of its beautiful landscape looking desolate.
Below: Philip Cosper is seen on Dauphin Island holding a
Re,ddish Egret.

would involve students taking a
boat trip and using nets to collect
organisms to work with in the
classroom.
"There gonna get a lot of
hands-on and intensive experience during their time here," said
Cline.
Cohen echoed this sentiment
by saying, "There are times
when you're stuck up to your
knees in mud." However, she
attributes the hands-on training as part of the reason she enjoyed her stay on Dauphin Island.
While there, students were housed in dorms that
formerly served as a base for the U.S. Air Force.
Regular JSU tuition costs were applied to their
coursework, but they were required to pay room
and board.
As part of their lectures, keynote speakers were

emic endeavors, students still found the time to
enjoy a social life.
Reece said she took regular walks on the beach,
and the two bars on the island offered a chance to
mingle with locals, tourists, and students alike.
Tuesdays, Reece and her 'friends dubbed as
"casino night." Once a week, they would drive to
Biloxi and visit the casinos.
Cohen spent some of her free time watching
movie they rented from the island's only video
store with friends.
Like most students there, Cohen and Reece
intend to take the knowledge they learned on
~ a b ~ h iIsland
n
and apply it to their careers.
Cohen plans on attending Auburn University to get
her master's degree in fisheries and Reece wants to
teach high school science.
Other JSU alumni and recent attendees of
Dauphin
Island Sea Lab have gone to work at the
brought in to speak to the students. N~~~
Fisheries,
some have
summer, Robert Paine, a renowned marine biolotinued
their
education
at
prestigious
graduate
gist who cline
-proved that the starfish plays
a critical role in the tidal pools of oceans" will be
Cline said that while classes on the island conone of these speakers.
students
State, Auburn
"These lectures give the kids an opportunity to sist
as many
"JSU
interact with some of the best marine biologists in university, and UAB as
students are doing as well or better than them."
the southeast," said Cline.
I

While much of their energy was spent on acad-

Cassandra King visits JSU for Friends' Fall Program
By: Jessica Summe
The Chanticleer Features Writer

Cassandra Kina looks like your favorite stylish

"The fear of God was properly instilled in me
at an early age," King said, then smiled.
"Especially after I did cartwheels down the center
aisle of the church in front of the choir with no

"Besides," she adds. "Whatever I left out of
Sunday Wife is in Same Sweet Girls!"
The Same Sweet Girls draws on King's life, but
also on the lives of her friends. Kinn. who is fond

*

Cassandra King looks like your favorite stylish
aunt. Her silver-blonde hair is cut above her
shoulders, and her face doesn't laok like that of a
grandmother. Her youthful appearance is
matched by her excitement of being the featured
author at the Friends of the Library annual fall
program.
The evening, held October 5th and sponsored
by Friends of the Library, was advertised in the
Photo by: Jessicasumme
Jacksonville News, the Anniston Star, and the
Chanticleer, along with a coupon to enter in a Cassandra King signs books during the annual
drawing for a free copy of one of King's books.
fall program hosted by the Friends of the Houston
King, who used to teach college writing class- Cole Library
es, has been at JSU before, as a part of the On The
Brink writer's conference. She also lived in ous stories about her travels for her books.
Oxford for several years, and her sister still lives
"I really did come here for a reason," she adds,
and teaches in Talladega. This stop at JSU's her kind blue eyes scanning the room. ‘‘I'm here
Houston Cole Library is part of the book tour for to talk to you &out writing, the process, and the
her latest work, The Same Sweet Girls, which bumps along the way." King started her career
came out last January.
wiiting soap operas for magazines, ending each
"This book tour has been a complete adven- segment on a cliffhanger so the magazine would
ture," King tells her audience. "This one book- buy another installment, and dreamed of being a
store in Atlanta had gone all out. There were playwright when she was younger.
roses, champagne, strawberries, everything. I W ~ S "Then I wrote Making Waves in Zion," she
thinking, hey, these are pretty smart people, I like said. "That book come entirely from my imaginathis store!"
tion. They tell you to 'write what you know', but
"Until this young manager, they're all young I fought against that for so long. ~t was a scary
nowadays, I haven't met anyone in publishing thought to me, like someone reading my dairy."
over the age of twelve.. .well, he said 'what an
But that is exactly what brought King to her
honor to have you here, we'd never thought the current level of acclaim. The Sunday Wge, her
wife of Steven King would come to our store!' second and most popular book, draws heavily on
They thought I was Tabitha King! My ego deflat- King's life as a minister's wife.
ed as quickly as it inflated!" She laughs along
Growing up in lower Alabama, the church was
with her audience, and shares some more humor- the center of King's family life.

-

"We just don't care''
By: David Howton
The Chanticleer Staff Writer
-

- -

With the controversy going wild
throughout several places in
about how 'risque' cheerleading routines have become, we were curious as
to how this has affected the cheerleading squad here on campus. The answer
is . . . it hasn't.
"We just don't care!" says maybe
junior (he's not sure) cheerleader Nick
.
Mastley.
"We haven't really ever thought
about it," says Junior Sam Jones.
"We've never been all that risque to
begin with,"
The JSU cheerleading squad is led by
Mrs. Michelle Alford; a 1995 communication graduate from JSU, who
worked eight years in sports information here before quitting in April to
become a stay at home mom and teach

exa as

cheerleading.
The squad is divided into two separate groups: the red squad and the white
squad. The red squad is all girls while
the white squad is co-ed.
"The white squad does the more difficult routines because they have the
guys t o do the more physical stuff."
says Alford "Although the red squad is
like an elevated step above a high
school squad, they are there because
they want to be a cheerleader and love
JSU, so they are sort of my heart of the
program for that reason."
This is Alford's second year as
cheerleading coach. She took over late
last September. She is excited about
the possibility of going to competitions
as early as regional this spring. They
are looking at events in Tennessee and
Mobile.
"This squad was picked to compete"
replies Alford. "They're young. We just

-

"Especially after I did cartwheels down the center
aisle of the church in front of the choir with no
panties on." Again, she laughs along with the rest
of the room. "I was four!" she adds breathlessly.
Her participation with the church throughout
her life brought her in close contact with the ministers and their families, and gave her an insight
into church politics that was both educational and
a warning.
Which is why she was completely flabbergasted when her husband, who had been working
with church-related charities, suddenly declared
his intention be a minister.
"He told me he had been running from his calling," she remembers. "I was sitting there, thinking, I can argue with my husband, but not a calling from God."
SO began ' ~ i n g ' sCareer as a minister's wife.
She could teach Sunday school Or mission school
with the best of them, but she felt like she was
playing a role, and her marriage suffered and
eventually ended.
It Was only after King had remarried and published Making Waves that she began writing down
her memories of that first marriage in Secret. Her
next book was supposed to be about a rodeo wife,
but her current husband, Pat Conroy, who is also
a writer, ferreted the 'secret' work out of her and
insisted that she work on what would become The
Sunday Wife.
''It just shows that You can't stick to a safe,
comfortable subject," King says. "I got so n ~ u c h
hate mail about that book, but there were also so
many people who told me it gave them the
courage to change their own lives."

have to motivate ourselves."
The last time the JSU Cheerleading
squad was in a big time competition,
they went to the NCAA nationals in
2000.
As any student who has extra curricular activities, as well as going to
school and working, some of the cheerleaders have to put forth the extra effort
to succeed in all areas. "In the long run
it's worth it," says another JSU cheerleader. "It teaches us to set our priorities and installs a serious work ethic."
With the Jacksonville mascot being
Cocky, we have been able to come up
with some interesting themes for our tshirts, the latest of which is the cheerleading t-shirts that reads "Cack
Cheerleading . . . We get it up!"
"It CYas strictly the students. I had
nothing to do with it," says Alford.
Now we all know that every organization around campus is extremely

.

"

The Same Sweet Girls draws on King's life, but
also on the lives of her friends. King, who is fond
of multiple voice in books, uses Same Sweet Girls
to tell the story of not one woman, but six.
"None of them will admit it's them," she says
wickedly, smiling at her sister and her friends in
the middle of the crowd. "But they're there."
After reading a chapter from The Sarne Sweet
Girls, King takes questions from the audience,
then settles down to sign books. The line stretches across the library's conference room, but King
takes the time to talk to each and every single person who comes up to her, smiling the whole time.
"My daughter loves her books," said Kelly
Osterbind, a registrar at JSU whose husband
teaches art classes. "She was so sweet."
Katja Sunnarborg, a graduate student, and her
friend, recent graduate Vanna McKee, also
express their pleasure with the evening while
clutching signed copies of King's books.
Marian Bryant, who won the drawing for a free
book, chose The Same Sweet Girls, and also got it
signed by King.
The evening, which started at 7 p.m., drew to a
close around 9:30. Hopefully, JSU will have the
pleasure of Cassandra King's company after her
next work, currently titled Queen of Broken
Hearts, abodt a divorce therapist, is published.
After all, the signing at JSU was relatively
uneventful compared to some of her other stops.
"Someone had me sign Same Sweet Girls for
the real First Lady of Alabama," King had said
earlier. She laughs. "I told them I would sign it as
long as they promised not to give it to her!"

proud of their group and very particular
about things when something is said, so
I asked Alford how she responds to
those who say that cheerleading is not a
sport.
"I've gone back and forth in what I
believe. I definitely believe that cheerleaders are athletes but until someone
like the NCAA steps up and says that
they recognize us as a sport then technically we're not a sport, but they are
definitely athletes,'' replies Alford.
"We're a sport in our own."
For those of you who are interested
in the cheerleading squad, try-outs are
in April and practice is two or three
days a week throughout the summer.
During the school year practice is on
Tuesday and Thursday from 4 p.m. till
5:30 p.m. There are eight scholarships
available and are given on a semester
basis at the discretion of Coach Alford.

The Jacksonville State University
cheerleaders warm up before a
pep rally.

_*

Photo by: David Howton
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KeIIer Williams: One Man Bland
By: Jacob Probus
The Chanticleer Staff Writer

You walk into the venue, the
Alabama Theater, and see a
stage covered with different
instruments and musical equipment, and think to yourself,
"One person is going to play all
of these things."
When Keller Williams takes
the stage he seizes tpe attention
of everyone in the room. The
guy is literally overflowing with
energy and talent, yet if you
asked a room full of random
people who he was they probably would have no idea.
Keller, as he is affectionately
known by his fans, captivates
audiences for as much as three
to four hours, alone. He takes
advantage of a technique known
as looping to make the music
sound as full as if an entire band
were on stage with him.
Looping involves recording a

the variety of sounds he made wanted to miss Keller when he
part of the song, let's say the the band."
Keller smoothly transitioned with his mouth. Keller was, and returned to the stage.
guitar part, and then playing it
When he did take the stage
back over and over. While this into the next song without stop- is, a human beat box. On top of
is being done he moves to ping, the transition so smooth the percussive oral sounds he after the break. he picked up his
another instrument and adds it's almost undetectable until he made, he did an incredibly real- ten; string guitar. This contraption was essentially a bass guithat part, and so on and so on. started singing the words of this istic trumpet with his mouth.
During a rendition of the tar and a standard guitar comHe truly is a master of his craft. new song. He said he developed
jazz
song, bined into one instrument,
When he began to play the this technique to fill the uncom- classic
first song of the night, "Freaker fortable silence that came at the "Moondance," he and the allowing Keller to play both a
by the Speaker," the crowd end of songs when he was a soundguy , Lou Gozain, went guitar part and a bass part at the
went wild. The beat affected fledgling musician new to gig- into a trumpet battle. Gozain same time, an amazing thing to
played a real trumpet from the watch.
everyone in the room and there ging.
From this point, it was nonSeveral songs into the show, sound board and Keller played
wasn't a still body to be seen.
stop
music for another hour and
He bounced from place to ,Keller moved to the keyboards the "mouth trumpet." At times it
a
half,
one continual jam
place on the stage, playing dif- and went into a spine-tingling, was hard to tell which one was
encompassing
many songs from
ferent instruments, fiddling goose-bump-raising instrumen- playing.
the
Keller
Williams
catalogue.
Midway
through
the
show
it
with that knob, twisting this tal version of "Stairway to
When
it
was
finally
time for
was
time
for
a
break,
after
all
one, and operating a piece of Heaven," the classic Led
the
show
to
end,
no
one
wanted
the
guy
has
been
bouncing
all
sound effects equipment from Zeppelin song. He made it uniit
to
be
over.
How
can
it be
over
the
stage
nonstop
for
an
the '50's. Once he had gotten versally understood by all genover?
Then
Keller
came
out
for
hour
and
a
half.
Keller
sang,
everything the way he wanted erations in attendance. He masan
encore
of
three
songs,
the
"It's
time
for
me
to
go
backit, he slung his guitar to his back tered the keys as if he had been
and danced to the groove he had classically trained on the piano stage and take a short break and last of which he sang acappella
created. At that moment, I could since birth. How can this guy be I hope when I get back you'll with the crowd known as the
read his shirt and it said "I'm able to masterfully play every still be here." With that, it was a "Keller Choir" and everybody
mad stampede to the bathrooms was loving it.
with the band," except " w i t h is instrument he picks up?
Another amazing thing was and drink lines, because no one
crossed out. Now it read "I'm

Serenity N o w !
~'tmi~ll

The Chanticleer Staff Writer

Serenity is the big screen
version of Fox's ill-fated
(but well loved) "Firefly"
by twisted BuffyIAngel creator Joss Whedon. The
main character, Captain
Malcom Reynolds (Nathan
Fillion) heads an operation
to rescue Dr. Simon Tam's
sister, River.
The evil Alliance kidnapped her and tested her
for her psychic abilities, as
well as other things. A cold
and ruthless assassin sim-.

an opportunity to see
whedon's Firefly series
when it was on Fox. I have,
however, seen practically
every Buffy and Angel
episode ever aired, so I
knew that Joss had great
talent and an interesting
sense of humor.
Still, I was wary. What a
happy surprise it was when
I found out what a very
good movie this is! It is not
exactly the most original
plot ever, but there are
some nice twists and the
acting is very well done,
which is pleasantly surpris-

Tudyk. He was Steve the
Pirate
in
2004's
"Dodgeball". Enough with
the reunion, though.
Don't expect this to be a
point A to point B sci-fi
film. You will be shocked
and surprfsed zit what they
do. Trust me on this.
I know my Sci-fi. The
action was great too, and of
course you have your typical Joss Whedon humor
injected here and there:
Capt. Malcolm Reynolds: "This is the Captain.
We have a slight problem
with our entry sequence, so

Need$$
Sell ads for us...

$ 5 per ad sold
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well as other things. A cold
and ruthless assassin simply
known
as
"The
Operative" travels across
the galaxy with an army of
Alliance goons to try to
stop the Serenity and its
crew.
Unbeknownst to the crew,
River begins to possess
some of her other hidden
talents. This may prove
detrimental to not only the
crew, but for the human
race as well.
I wasn't sure what to
expect when I entered the
theater because I never got
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acting is very well done, We have a slight problem
which is pleasantly surpris- with our entry sequence, so
ing considering the cast is we may experience some
composed
of
virtual turbulence" (and then.. .
unknowns.
explode).
You
may
remember
So, the bottom line is, go
Nathan Fillion as Caleb, the out and watch it now, while
psychotic preacher, in the it's still at the theater. Don't
final six episodes of Buffy wait until it's on DVD. You
the Vampire Slayer. Gina won't get that "WOW"
Torres, who plays Zoe, effect on your dorm room
played Cas in the second TV like you will over at
and third Matrix films, but Amstar 12.
nobody watched them so
I don't know about you,
I'm just wasting my breath. but I think it's the perfect
Finally, you'll probably way of getting the bitter
Hoban taste of Episode 3 out of
recognize
Washburn, played by Alan your mouth.

311 S. Pelham Jacksonville, AL 36265

.Pay Your Bills Here
.Video Games
.Large Selection
of Firearms
435-8806

282-0885 (cell)

" I f we don't have it! - We will find it!"
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Along came
Brick House picks
off a win 19-6
By Chris Yow
he Chanticleer Sports Writer

Justin Griffin knew what he
's
had to do in ~ o l i d a ~showdown with the Blazers at
intramural field one. Griffin
and his Brick House team
sealed a playoff spot with the
19-6 win.
Griffin's ten completions
for 106 yards and two touchdowns led the team to victory.
His counter part, Ola Fajobi of
the Blazers, finished with
eleven codpletions and a
touchdown, but three costly
interceptions.
After the Blazers (3-2.5)
took control of the ball on the
first possession, Fajobi led his
team down the field to the
Brick House 17. Then "Gator"
showed up.
After "Gator" sacked Fajobi
on two of the Blazers next
four plays, Brick House took
over on downs, but could not
take advantage. Jemelle
Farmer picked off the errant

,

Griffin pass on 3rd down to
set up the Blazers at their own

.19.
.-.

The next play, Fajobi
scrambled to his right and
launched a pass to the middle
of the field. Josli Wall and
Bradley Handy tipped the ball
before Albert Cox caught the
deflection and found the end
zone for the score. The extra

Courtesy1Ann~stonStar B ~ lWilson
l

Darren Williams (left) intercepts a pass on the last play of the game as Kenny Brown looks on.
Photo by: Jennifer Bacchus

Gator sacks Fajobi to end the
first drive

Brick House (4-1) took possession in the second half, and
held the ball all ten minutes of
the 3rd auarter. but could not
manage to score on 4th and
goal.
A defensive stop by Brick
House ending with a Cox
punt, set up Griffin and company at their own 16. Griffin
took the first snap and raced 9
yards to the 25-yard line and a
first down. Nate Harrellson
managed to get separation
from the defensive backfield
on the following play and haul
in the 55-yard touchdown
strike making it 13-6.
Griffin would put the game
away on the ensuing series,
picking off the ill-advised

Not this time around
By Amado Ortiz
The Chanticleer Sports Editor

The score was 28-23 and the
Murray State Racers were driving down the field. It sounded
like the same old song. The
Gamecocks were up and the
Racers were gaining huge
chunks of yardage. A touchdown and the Racers wouldn't
even have to kick the extra point
"
to win.
The Gamecocks have already
lost to Furman and UT
Chattanooga on the last play of
the game. The Racers handed
Jacksonville their first OVC
loss of the year two years ago

consecutive
OVC
loss.
Quarterback Ryne Salyer completed passes of 8,22, 5, 14, and
4 yards and had the Racers sitting on the 27 yard line.
Salyer's pass went into the
end-zone on the final play of the
game and Gamecock Darren
Williams stepped in front of a
Racer receiver and intercepted
the pass.
"We have a better feeling
today than we've had a lot of
times this fall, said Head Coach
Jack Crowe. "We have some
reassurances that when you play
hard and try to do the right thing
you get the right results."
Jacksonville State finally
received justice for hard work

UT Martin has been to the OVC
this season what Vanderbilt has
been to the SEC. Martin has
been a doormat of the OVC for
a long time but this season is off
to their best start in 10 years.
Martin is also one of three
unbeaten teams left in league
play.
The SkyHawks are coming in
hot as they lead the league in
rushing, total and scoring
offense, and are No. 1 nationally in turnover margin.
"We're playing a 4- 1 UT Martin
team. I think I've never seen a
quarterback do more for his
team than Brady Wahlberg does
for this football team," said
Crowe. "I think he makes the

their success and strengths of
their football team by how they
fair in their game against JSU.
"We have a tremendous challenge for our defense with the
UT Martin team, said Crowe.
"Defensively for UT art in,
they're very sound and they
force you into making mistakes."
The Gamecocks need to continue to pound the ball on the
ground and force the SkyHawks
to stop the run. The SkyHawks
are rolling offensively and create a lot of match-up problems.
On paper the SkyHawks should
win the game but games are not
played on paper and the
SkvHawks haven't been hit like

deflection and found the end
zone for the score. The extra
point try was unsuccessful,
giving the Blazers a 6-0 lead.
Just before the half, Griffin
wasted no time scoring, finding a wide-open Handy for the
27-yard touchdown, knotting
the game at 6-6.

r--

----
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away on the ensuing series,
picking off the ill-advised
Fajobi pass and returning it to
pay dirt. Brick House converted the extra point.
Cory George ended the
game with the third interception of the game for Brick
House, 19-6.

u ~ r
g
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Jacksonville their first OVC
loss of the year two years ago
17-10 and all the ingredients
were brewing for another loss.
The Gamecocks were up 2817 before the Racers scored
with five minutes left in the
game. The Racers went for the
two point conversion to cut it to
three, but failed and the score
was 28-23. The. Gamecocks
managed to take over three minutes off the clock before having
to punt. Zac Walden's punt went
into the end-zone and the
Racers stood eighty yards away
from handing JSU their second

,-I
-.-.-.Jacksonville State finally
received justice for hard work
late in the fourth quarter and
improved to (2- 1 ) in conference
play.
"We are a sound football
team that has not lost its edge
that's trying to get payback for a
lot of hard work," said Crowe.
"They're an exciting teain for
me to coach. I think they get
excited about each other."
Preview
The Gamecocks will host UT
Martin on Hall of Fame
DayFamily Day at Paul Snow
Stadium at 4pm on Saturday.
--'
'---
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for this football team," said
Crowe. "I think he makes the
defense play better."
Prediction
The Gamecocks will need to
bring their "A plus" effort
against the SkyHawks. The
Gamecocks have found out that
every team they have played
(minus UAB) has brought their
best effort to the game. That is
what faces a winning program
year in and year out. When you
are the "Big Dog." Everyone
takes their best shot at you. The
Gamecocks have been the big
dog and other teams measure

~-

-

played on paper and the
SkyHawks haven't been hit like
their going to get hit on
Saturday.
The difference in the game
will be the crowd and the
Gamecocks will need all of their
fan support.
"I hope our fans realize they
can be the winning edge in this
football game, said Crowe. "We
need to redirect what the
momentum is in our own stadium. We got to make a sixty
minute fight out of this."
JSU stays on track and wins 4441

"That's wlly you run against the Big Dogs''
By David Howton
The Chanticleer Sports Writer

I

Photo by: Jennifer Bacchus

Brick house barely misses his flag but wins the game

"Our h d s were jacked for
the race," said Coach Steve
Ray of the cross-country meet
his team participated in at the
13th
Annual
Auburn
Invitational at the Indian Pines
Golf Course this past weekend. "The difficulty of the
meet was high but we ran
lights out."
Jacked up for the race, the
girls set a school record by
having five runners finish
under 20 minutes in the 5K

(3.2 mile).
Leslie Binning led the lady
Gamecocks with an 18:lO.
The top five JSU runneis finished out with Sarah Caine
running an 18:30, Megan
Ziarek with 19:20, Shelbee
Roberts with 19:55 and
Stephanie Jones with 1955.
The ladies team finished at
overall 17th out of, 23 teams
with Samford taking home the
top spot.
"There is room for improvement but we are definitely on
the right track" says Ray.
Coach Ray bragged earlier

in the week about the impressive record the guys have this
season, emphasizing that he
expected a few losses at
Auburn.
"That's why you run agaihst
the big dogs." Ray says.
The coach likes to see a
schedule with a good mix of
teams that are beatable and
teams that will push his team
to work harder. Competition
brings out the best in everyone.
The guys, led by their usual
superstar Josphat Waweru
with a blazing 8K (5-mile)

time of 24:28, finished 8th of
25. The top team of the men's
meet was Auburn.
When asked his opinion of
the course, Ray seemed surprised at it's overall condition.
"It rained like crazy on
Thursday and Friday. I was
expecting a slow course but it
ended up being really fast."
Coach Ray plans on taking
the team back next year as a
confidence booster. "We did
well."
Their next meet is Saturday
against Georgia State in
Atlanta.

Music not sweet to their ears against State in Nashville
By Patrick Swafford
The Chanticleer Assistant
Sports Editor

With a huge match against
defending OVC champions
Eastern Kentucky coming up
this Friday, the JSU volleyball
team looked to add a little more
momentum to their already
impressive start in conference
play. The Gamecocks split the
weekend, taking out Austin
Peay in four games 30-23, 3018,28-30, and 30-23. However.
Tennessee State put and end to
the Gamecock winning streak,
winning in three straight games,

30-22, 30-25, and 30-26.
"I don't think we've won
there since I've started coaching
here," said JSU coach Rick
Nold of the victory at Austin
Peay. "That's really a tough
place to play and I thought we
came out really solid in the first
two games and put a lot of pressure on them."
Abbey Breit tied her career
high with 24 kills against
Austin Peay, the same team she
set the mark against in
November of last year. For her
career, the sophomore from
Louisville, KY is averaging
23.5 kills per match against the

Lady Govs.
"They put up a lot of single
blocks, which for a middle
blocker is Heaven," Breit said.
"We're able to run slides a lot
and they left the line open. I
don't know, I guess they leave it
open for me or we create the
openings. The setters did a great
job seeing the block and getting
the ball where it needed to be."
Setting wasn't a problem for
the Gamecocks. Emily Withers
racked up 56 assists on the
night, setting up Bceit and Suzi
Terrell, who had 20 kills.
"It started out with passing,"
Withers said. "We had great

passes and I knew my hitters
were ready, so it really made the
job easy for me. I knew basically that anyone I threw the ball
up to; they were going to put it
down. 1 could just tell."
Tennessee State defeated the
Gamecocks (8-8, 5-1) for the
first time in school history,
avenging a three straight game
loss at JSU on September 23.
"When they were down here,
the first two games were very,
very tight," Nold said. "They're
really athletic. When they pass
the ball well they can be a really good offensive team and can
be tough to stop. They're defi-

nitely the most improved. They
probably have the best shot
right now, in terms of schedule,
to host the conference tournament."
Withers wore pained expressions as they discussed
Saturday's loss to TSU.
"They played extremely
well," Withers added. "They
were picking up every ball and
were hitting aggressively.
Everything was clicking for
them on their side. I just felt
like we couldn't really get in the
flow of things. It was kind of
inconsistent. We never really
had the edge on them."

The Gamecocks will next
travel to Richmond, KY Friday
night to take on reigning OVC
champs Eastern Kentucky in
what could be a preview of the
conference championship, then
will take on Morehead State on
Saturday.
"It's a big game," Nold said
of the EKU match-up. "We
don't need to change a whole
lot. I think we're in good shape.
We've been playing well. We
don't need to panic because we
lost a match. It's just a matter of
being consistent with our intensity level."
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SkyHawks
get the boot
By Brandon Weems
The Chanticleer Sports Writer

The
(6-6-1 3-2
OVC) lost a heartbreaker 3in overtime against
State on Friday night, before
recovering on Sunday to
defeat Tennessee-Martin 3-1.
start to see their
"As
ability
perform, it is
when you play
lose'" JSU head
and you
coach Julie Davis."We have to
continue to give them belief
that at some point it's going to
Pay off if
continue to play
well."
Smith scored her
~ e c goal
o ~of ~the year in the
71st minute to force overtime.
Smith's goal came on an unassisted corner kick that was
deflected into the net. Krista
L1ewellyn posted the game
winning goal seven-minutes
and 25 seconds into overtime
for the Racers.
,
The goal came On a One-''one with Kate
after a
questionable
which
L1ewell~n
have been
called for off sides.
The Racers (4-8-1' 3-2
OVC) Opened the scoring at
9

the
11:15 mark
when
Courtney Buchanan's corner
kick sailed into the box to Sara
Struve. Struve then passed the
Rebekah
put
the
in the net' The

Gamecocks
quit' as
McCaughe~answered
with a chip shot 30 yards from
the goal with less than two

Gamecock Spotlight of the Week
By Brandon Weems
The Chanticleer Sports Writer

"Our goal today was to
come out and
goals, practice makes perfect,"
said
. Senior Mid-fielder
Ashley Smith" The next weekend will be huge. We have to
win both of those games. The
win today
good for our
team.H

At the half, JSU held onto
the lead by a score of 1-0. In
the first half, the Gamecocks
were able to posses the soccer
ball more and produce shots to
the confidence level
back up.
The Gamecocks went up 20, two-minutes and 41seconds
into the second half. This goal
came when Courtney Moore
the ball up the field.
She passed the ball to Heather
Swift who initially shot the
ball that rebounded to Elsa
KUrlychek who recorded the
goal. Smith ended the scoring
for the Gamecocks on a penalty kick in the 57th minute.
"The Back Four," defense
for the Gamecocks played
phenomenal soccer as they
forced the Skyhawks off-sides
seven times during the game.
"We have to secure our back
line. We have a lot of young
players in this area of the field.
People are playing new positions," said Davis. "At some
point,
think coming back
from two losses and making
major strides toward their
ability to move and do well
can place themselves in a good
position in the conference."
Dani
scored a goal
, , , , , , ,

.

There are factors that face soccer in the state of Alabama.
Endurance and humidity plague
the sport.
Christina Balint understands
what it takes to overcome the
heat in the classroom and on the
field. Last year, Balint studied
her way into the JSU ScholarAthlete Hall of Fame. In her
prep career at Markham District
High School, Balint was named
team captain. She also has international experience which has
helped her adapt to the collegiate level.
Balint has recorded five
game-winning goals with two
of them coming early this season.
She plans to keep firing shots
to help her team stay on a winning note. The Chanticleer staff
was able to kick some questions
at this 5' 6" junior mid-fielder
from Markham, Ontario. We
found out Balint loves to travel
and learn about different cultures of the world.
CS: What's in your CD player
right now?
Balint:: I have a mixed cd that
has everything.
CS: What do you enjoy doing in

your free time?
Balint: I bought a guitar and a
harmonica that I have been
playing. I had an electric guitar
at home, but it just doesn't
sound as good as an acoustic
guitar. When I walk, I play the
harmonica.
CS: What is your favorite
movie?
Balint: Shawshank Redemption.
CS: Why do you like this
movie?
Balint: Alot of movies bore me
and this is not a typical
Hollywood movie. It gets me
emotionally, and I just love that
movie.
CS: Why did you chodse JSU?
Balint: I wanted to go somewhere that is completely different from home to see other cultures. I wanted to be far from
home so I could see more things
in between and along the way. I
came here and visited the campus and I thought it was gorgeous. I enjoy somewhere I can
walk and take in the scenery.
CS: Who is one person in your
life that you look up to?
Balint: That's a hard question,
not really one person. I look up
to all my friends for their different qualities.
CS: How were able to adjust to

the warm weather being from
Ontario?
Balint: Actually, it is really hot
at home in the summer. It is a
bit more humid here in
Alabama. When I was a freshman, I could be fit for a ninetyminute soccer game in
September or October at home.
But I remember coming here
and only lasting for twenty minutes. I just drink more water
before a game to overcome the
humidity.
CS: I understand you lettered in
Ultimate Frisbee during high
school, can you describe the
sport?
Balint: We don't really letter in
sports at home, it's just like getting an award. It is a great game
for endurance and speed. The
atmosphere of the game is great.
There are no refs. It is about
having fun and meeting different people. Ultimate Frisbee is
an up and coming sport.
CS: What kind of international
experience do you have?
Balint: With my club team, we
traveled all over the &ace. My
team played in California,
Florida, New York, ' and
Minnesota.
CS: What are your plans after
JSU?
Balint: Graduate here with a

Bachelor in Science and
Education. Then, I plan to go to
the middle of Africa where it is
not real populated. I want to
teach there and do some remote
work for a couple of years and
learn about more cultures. After
this I plan to go back td school
in Ontario, London, or maybe
Australia for Naturopathic
(alternative medicines) college
classes. Finally, I want to open a
practice that combines traditional medicines and naturopathic medicines.
CS: What is your favorite
quote?
Balint: I have a Iot of favorite
quotes! The one I always say to
myself, "I believe that life is
ten-percent what happens to me
and ninety-percent how I react
to it." This has helped me get
through a lot of things in life
and to stay happy.
CS: What is one thing the
Chanticleer readers need to
know about you?
Balint: Tell them to come talk to
me because I love meeting new
people.
Congratulations to Christina for
her accomplishments so far this
year. The Gamecocks will be
back at home October 21, when
they will host Austin Peay at 7
p.m.

No sad day in Mudville last weekend

'

don't want

say I

but pulled
what I
said I would do. "An unclefeat-

limb and pick the Fighting Irish
of Notre Dame to cover the 12
point spread against Southern
Cal. I really like the Irish to win
the game at home but I still
think they keep the game close.
The Irish have enough firepower on offense to stay with
the Trojans and their defense
..,;,I
.,,,;,,I,,
,
,
,
, ,,, ,,,;A

Blowout Line
It is real hard to win in Little
Rock, Arkansas year in and year
out so it is going to be real hard
for the Auburn Tigers to cover
the seven point spread. Auburn
manhandled the Razorbacks at
home last year and look for the
same in Little Rock.

Must see game
The rumble in Baton Rogue
should be a very good game.
LSU is favored by six against
Urban Meyer's Florida Gators.
There is a lot of uncertainty
with the Gators following the
blow-out loss to Alabama.
One thing for sure is that the
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with a chip

shot 30 yards from
Dani Myrickscored a goal
the goal with less than two for the Skyhawks (7-8, 2-4
minutes left in the half.
OVC) in the 72nd minute on
Jessica Fioranelli scored an assist from Katie Behrens.
the lone goal for the Racers in Kate Kelly finished the weekthe second half on a penalty end with eight saves in the
kick seven-minutes and 51 goal.
seconds into the period.
..They are coming off a hard
the
from physical week of training,"
Fioranelli, the Gamecocks said Davis. communication
were able to pick UP their on the field is more precise
stride as
produced more which has worked into a posishots and were able to set off- tive way.fl
side traps.
"It's nice to be back on top
are with a record of 3-2 in the
l 8 to l 8
going to get some wins
OVC, This team has really
playing well," said Davis' turned a 180 in their ability to
"We are not going to try and believe in themselves. That
turn
what we are doing whole philosophy in
just because we are losing' to believing in leadership and
Our team is playing good '0'character is starting to show as
cer and pretty much even they perfom on the field."
though we lost two straight,
The ~g~~~~~~~ will be on
we dominated these games."
the road tmorrow as they
On
the Gamecocks play Southeast Missouri State
controlled the match as they at 7p.m.
,
recovered from two straight
losses to grab the win over the
Skyhawks.

so but I pulled exactly what I
said I would do. "An undefeated, undisputed perfect record."
I landed all three games correct
like it was my job. My record
now improves to 11-1 overall
and 8-4 against the spread. That
record deserves a "Wow" with a
capital W.
The only other person I know
to have called their shot like
that was Babe Ruth. I now face
the problem of going two for
two. An undefeated record two
weeks in a row is almost
unheard of but I believe it can
be done.
Upset alert
I am going to step out on a

r
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the Trojans and their defense
will definitely come up with
some stops. The Irish are no
strangers to big games and
Notre Dame coach Charlie Weis
would like no nothing more
than putting it to Pete Carroll
and the Trojans.
The Trojan secondary has
definitely been exposed this
year and the team as a whole
has gotten off to sluggish starts.
Start slow against the Irish and
quarterback Brady Quinn will
have the Irish out and running.
Look for Notre Dame playmaker Jeff Samardzija to have a big
game. Notre Dame 37-35

same in Little Rock.
The Razorbacks will keep it
close early but then the Tigers
will pull away late in the game.
Auburn is going in a little
underrated and thrives in that
role. Quarterback Brandon Cox
has kept defenses honest
against the pass this year so
look for running backs Brad
Lester and Kenny Irons to have
big days on the ground. Auburn
28-7

'

One thing for sure is that the
LSU defense is not as good as
Alabama so therefore the
Gators will score some points.
Chris Leak and the Gators started out slow against Mississippi
State but took care of business
late in the game.
I am just not a believer in
LSU to cover the six points and
I think they are going to have a
hard time winning the game.
Florida 21-20

...and in other
intramural activity
Fraternity
Conference
Pi Kappa Phi 7-0
Delta Chi 4-1
Kappa Alpha 3-2
Sigma Phi Epsilon 2-3
Sigma Pi 1-6
Sigma Nu 0-6

Women's
Independent
Conference
Campus Outreach 3-0
Baptist Campus Ministries
0-3

GDI 1-1
Outkast 1-1
Underrowers 1- 1
Rockets 0-3.5
Rugby Team 0-3.5
- Teams recieve a loss and

a half when they forfeit a
game.
- Next sports to b e offered

is Innertube Water-Polo, and
Volleyball.

For more information:
www.isu.edu/der,art/recsports

Sorority Conference
Zeta Tau Alpha 3-0
Phi M u 2- 1
Alpha Xi Delta 2-0
Alpha Omicron Pi 0-3
Delta Zeta 0-2

Men's Conference
Red Division
Dawg Pound 4-0
Brick House 4- 1
Blazers 3-2.5
Steeldogs 2-3.5
Wesley Foundation 1-2
B C M 1-4
Natty's 0-5.5
Photo by: Jennifer Bacchus

White Division
Courtesy1 Alex Stillwagon

Daniela Malta gets possession of the ball.

Mercenaries 2-0
Something Serious 2- 1

Josh Wall (Brickhouse) goes up
for a catch during pre-game
warmup

